Various approximate solutions to the second order secular equation ((G-F)L = LA) in molecular spectroscopy are considered. New relations between them are developed and their validities tested empirically. It is found that the methods are decreasingly valid in the following order: a. "Verfahren der nächsten Lösung" which considers the point on the surface of all real allowed solutions of F nearest to that corresponding to completely uncoupled oscillators. b. A distribution of the potential energy in vt of V22 = -V12 or Fn = 100%. c. F22 a minimum, equivalent to L12=0, V12=-2 V22 in vt and in v2 F22=100%. This is the easiest solution to calculate (L matrix approximation method). 1 P. TORKINGTON, J. Chem. Phys. 17, 357 [1949].
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above that of the bending. The allowed solutions form ellipses 1 connecting each pair of the three force constants (Fn , F12 and F22) , the eccentricities of which depend on the mass ratio My/Mx, the smaller this the more nearly circular they being (see Fig. 1 ).
In Fig. 2 Spectr. 24, 87 [1967] . methods solely dependent on the frequencies to hydrides. Fig. 2 shows it to be quite hopeles for other molecules where the stretching frequency is higher than the bending, always seriously over-estimating Fi2 . However from similar arguments to those of PEACOCK and MÜLLER 7 which showed that F22 a minimum means L12 = 0, Fn a maximum can be shown to mean L2l = 0. This expression appears to be reasonably valid for cases where the bending mode is at higher frequency than the stretching (see 8 where after a high frequency separation this has been applied to Re03Cl, i'ReCl < (5aiRe03).
b) L Matrix of Maximum Trace
HERRANZ and CASTANO 9 have proposed a method in which the L matrix has maximum trace, this corresponding to the most characteristic set of assignments. PULAY Table 2 . Values of force constants in mdyne/Ä, Matrix elements in (a.m.u) ~h and potential energy distribution in % for CI4 (F2 species). The various points mentioned in the text are marked as follows: a) "Verfahren der nächsten Lösung", potential energy distribution method, b) L12=0, F22 a minimum, c) L matrix of maximum trace, L12 = L21. d) Fu a maximum, L21=0. e) 3rd and 4th solutions of the quartic equation of which "a" and "d" are the first two. 20,1809 [1952] . cated quartic equation in F22, the smallest root of which represents this solution, whilst the next root is when Fn is a maximum. This is obvious from the equations above, for as L21 = 0 when Fn is a maximum, V12 and V22 in vt are both zero. Although explicit evaluation of the quartic equation is not possible it may be seen that when the ratio My/Mx is very high (e. g. BI3, CI4) there are four real roots (see Table 2 ), normally only two, but when My/Mx tends to zero these coincide (see SiH4 in Table 1 ).
This approximation is seen from Fig. 2 to be an improvement on the others, though generally representing too small a value of FX2 . f)" Verfahren der nächsten Lösung" FADINI 14 has proposed a method which, unlike most of the above, is applicable to problems other than the 2x2. In the n(n + l)/2 dimensional space represented by the force constants of the n x n problem the nearest point on the hypersurface representing the infinity of real solutions to the point corresponding to completely uncoupled oscillators (i. e. diagonal F and G matrices) is chosen as the cor13a This usually being normalised so that the sum of Vjj = 100%. rect solution. Whereasyet no physical reasons have been advanced for its validity, it may be seen from Fig. 2 that it is the best of the approximate methods yet developed although F12 is generally underestimated. Unfortunately the method is rather difficult to evaluate.
From the selection of examples in Table 1 it can be seen that the trends shown in Fig. 2 are obeyed although in individual cases variation exists e. g. whereas SF6 shows the P.E.D. method to be much better than L12 = 0, in SeF6 this is reversed, possibly meaning that the force field for SeF6 is not accurately determined. However it is obvious that provided their limitations are realized, when no additional data are available mathematical approximation methods may be succesfully used, or alternatively when additional data are available they may give an added check, for if their deviation be far outside that in Fig. 2 more critical examination of the data would be called for.
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